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For freedom of movement
Compactness and transportability make the Invacare Bora an ideal
companion, no matter where you want to go. The performance of the
Bora in terms of speed and driving experience is unique on this type of
wheelchair. Thanks to its modular concept, the Bora is extremely quick
and simple to service as well as being easy to transport.
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Serviceability and transportability
With a clever and robust mechanism for
detaching the seat from the wheelbase,
transportation, storage and services
are rendered refreshingly trouble-free.
Just one cable has to be disconnected
when taking the Bora apart. To make
servicing and transportation even easier,
the batteries slide out smoothly and
without effort.

Driving performance and comfort
The Bora has a sophisticated spring
suspension to provide outstanding
outdoor appeal and a comfortable drive.
It is available with two motor versions for
driving speeds of up to 6 or 10 km/h. The
Bora offers as well a 30 cm seat lifter
option including powered tilt function up
to 30°.

Compactness and manoeuvrability
Excellent indoor mobility is obtained due
to the particularly compact dimensions
of the Bora. When choosing smaller

castors, this feature is optimized,
providing a width of below 59 cm.

Features and Options

Removable seat unit
Pull a strap, turn the seat and
disconnect the remote cable
in order to take the seat off. It
couldn’t be easier!

Removable batteries
Separate battery boxes slide
in and out without any effort.
High-end
sockets
connect
automatically.

Narrow width
The total width with the option
of small castors is below 59 cm.

Luggage rack
The very handy luggage rack
helps to carry your belongings.
It can be mounted in different
positions and even taken off
when not needed.
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Features and Options

Seat lifter
A seat lifter of 30 cm including powered tilt function of up to 30°
enlarges the use of the Bora. Featuring lower seat to floor heights in
conjunction with the new Modulite™ seat system.

Spring for suspension
A comfortable drive and safe
traction are ensured even at high
speeds.

One piece seat plate
With integrated arm and legrest
receivers and tension adjustable
back support.

Different applications
Choice of two castor sizes
depending
on
customer
requirements.

Telescopic seat frame
As the telescopic seat frame
the Flex3 backrest plates adjust
in differerent width from 38 to
53 cm.
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Swing out anti tippers
A useful feature for storing the wheelbase either in the home or
warehouse.
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Technical data

440 - 480 mm 1

410 - 510 mm

450 mm 3

480 mm

275 - 340 mm

290 - 470 mm 3,4

0 - 20°

380 - 530 mm 2
Modulite™
telescopic seat

410 - 510 mm

450 mm 3 /
450 - 750 mm 3, 10

480, 540,
560 mm 3, 11

245 - 310 mm

290 - 470 mm 3,4

0 - 20° / 0 - 30° 10

One piece
seat plate

One piece
seat plate

90° - 120°

590 / 620 mm 5

930 mm

1160 mm 6
1210 mm 10

820 / 840 mm 5

98 kg 9

130 kg

Modulite™
telescopic seat

90° - 120°

590 / 620 mm 5

970 mm

1160 mm 6
1210 mm 10

820 / 840 mm 5

94 kg 9

130 kg

ca. 50 Ah

1600 mm
1630 mm 10

60 mm 7

18% (10°)

2 x 230 W

30 km 8

6 / 10 km/h

1/ seat cushion 430 mm
2/ additional 50 mm by armrest adjustment
3/ measured without seat cushion / upholstery
4/ certain legrest lengths are restricted to a
special legrest type
5/ width of wheel base depending on castor
size

6/ incl. standard legrests
7/ 100 mm with kerb climber
8/ according to ISO 7176-4:2008
9/ total weight is depending on configuration
10/ with seat lifter or 30° COG tilt module
11/ depending on back support choice

G-Trac ® option
available

Frame colours

Black

Transparent blue

Electric red

Silver metallic

More detailed information, technical data, references for transport or
description of certain options can be found in the wheelchair’s user manual.
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